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most difficult (and sometimes downright impossible) for widowed women in the First 
Century, would have been preferred of these women if they could not marry, rather than 
just living off of congregational funds. The more likely, more available, and healthy option 
for young widows was remarriage to a new husband who was a Believer. This would stop 
the trend of apostasy with some of the young widows marrying non-Believers (v. 11), and as 
Paul attested, “give the enemy no occasion to revile us” (RSV). While Satan is specified by 
name in the next verse, “enemy” could also refer to local opponents of the Messiah followers 
in Ephesus, and how the gossipy female busybodies had probably given the faith community 
a less than positive reputation. 

5:15 There would have been many potential causes for the acceptance of the false 
teaching that had circulated in Ephesus, most especially the perceived opportunities for 
importance it would have held out to adherents who could then become promoters. But 
aside from us trying to categorize the many reasons it appealed to people, especially to some 
of the women in Ephesus, Satan was the ultimate force behind the false teaching which 
had disturbed the Ephesian assembly (3:6-7; 4:1-2). Paul is most direct in asserting, “some 
have already turned aside to follow Satan.” The younger widows are chiefly in view, as 
Mounce notes, “The widows have accepted the false teaching, and as they have flitted from 
house to house, they have spread its doctrine.”66 But all hope is not lost, because only “some” 
or “certain ones,” tines, have gone after the Adversary. This is an indication that many of the 
young widows could repent of error, and turn back toward a Messiah-focused spiritual 
path. 
 

 
16 If any woman who is a believer has dependent widows, she must assist them 
and the [assembly] must not be burdened, so that it may assist those who are 
widows indeed. 
 
5:16 At the end of the widows’ instructions (vs. 3-16), somewhat concurrent with how 

widows were to be first supported by their families (v. 8), we see an indication that there 
were some women within the Ephesian assembly who took care of widows—and this helped 
to ease some of the financial strain on the congregation. Paul describes, “If any woman who 
is a believer has widows in her care, she should continue to help them and not let the church 
be burdened with them, so that the church can help those widows who are really in need” 
(TNIV). What is most likely is that the Ephesian assembly included some wealthy women 
(cf. 2:9), probably widows themselves, whose resources could be used to help the needs of 
others. We see examples in the Apostolic Scriptures of godly women like Lydia (Acts 16:14-
15) or Chloe (1 Corinthians 1:11), who served in various degrees as patrons of the ekklēsia. 
Knight further comments, “The female ‘believer’ Paul thus refers to may be a young widow 

 
66 Mounce, 297. 
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(or single woman) who does not remarry and who has the means to care for another widow 
in her family.”67 

As we look at the widows’ instruction in vs. 3-16, Fee reminds us how “all of this was 
very existential for the church and therefore is not a ‘church manual.’”68 It is possible today 
that your congregation or fellowship, at least at present, may not need to establish a 
“widows’ fund.” If you have older women in your assembly whose husbands have passed 
away, they may have been provided for quite handsomely via an insurance policy, 
government pension, or various investments and assets. This does not mean, though, that 
there is no disenfranchised or needy group in your community which will need some kind 
of financial and/or material aid. There are always opportunities for your congregation 
to reach out to the downtrodden, whomever they may be. At the same time, in any time 
period, there will always be people out there who will take advantage of widows’ stipends, 
food banks, homeless shelters and soup kitchens, and a benevolence fund. We learn from vs. 
3-16 that it is Biblically acceptable to say “No” to people, who have the ability to pick 
themselves up, and make their lives better without receiving a perpetual, free handout. 
Support programs are there to help people in their time of need, yet Believers should 
definitely be aware of the sound word, “if anyone is not willing to work, then he is not to 
eat, either” (2 Thessalonians 3:10). 
 

 
17 The elders who rule well are to be considered worthy of double honor, 
especially those who work hard at preaching and teaching. 18 For the Scripture 
says, “YOU SHALL NOT MUZZLE THE OX WHILE HE IS THRESHING” [Deuteronomy 25:4], and 
“The laborer is worthy of his wages [Luke 10:7].” 
 
5:17 Having just discussed the matter of supporting widows in the congregation (vs. 3-

16), Paul makes the point to immediately add some remarks about proper support of elders. 
Timothy and the Ephesians—to whom this is more primarily addressed—are told, “The 
elders who direct the affairs of the church well are worthy of double honor, especially those 
whose work is preaching and teaching” (NIV). These elders or presbuteroi are those who 
exercised senior leadership in the assembly (3:4-5), with many able to teach and preach 
(3:2). The duties that they have are indicated by the verb kopiaō, often rendered as “work 
hard” (NASU) or “labor” (RSV), but also implying “to be tired, grow weary” (LS).69 Serving the 
Body of Messiah in a formal capacity is something not only not easy, but it can be most 
exhausting. 

The Apostle Paul was insistent that elders are to be properly recognized for the service 
they perform to the local assembly, instructing that they are to be given diplēs timēs. 

 
67 Knight, 229. 
68 Fee, 1 and 2 Timothy, Titus, 118. 
69 LS, 444. 
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Previously in v. 3, the verb form (timaō) of timē was employed to describe support for 
widows. Here in v. 17, the implication is similar, even though elders within the assembly are 
not likely to be destitute. But, elders still work hard and put themselves, and their families, 
out in ways that other individuals and families in the congregation do not do. There is an 
important selection of translations for diplēs timēs, notably including for the elders: “double 
pay” (Good News Bible), “reckoned worthy of a double stipend” (NEB), “of adequate salary” 
(Phillips New Testament), or “paid well” (NLT). 

Some people today, in a quest to recapture a more authentic faith to the First Century, 
have tried to argue that the idea of a full-time pastor given a monetary stipend, seen in 
today’s evangelical Church (and to an extent in many Messianic congregations), is foreign to 
the Apostolic Scriptures. V. 17 would clearly stand against this idea, as elders within the 
assembly are to be fairly compensated. Fee details how diplēs timēs “means ‘twofold honor,’ 
the honor and respect due those in such positions as well as renumeration.”70 Marshall & 
Towner further state that it is “honour expressed in some tangible form...The backing 
provided in v. 18 surely implies that the thought is of material honour rather than simply of 
respect.”71 A double honor or double pay would imply that elders who serve the 
congregation are to have more than just the basic essentials of food and shelter, especially if 
the normal practice was for elders to have a family (3:4) and not be single. The First Century 
setting of supporting an elder might not be the same as a regular “salary,” and might need to 
be viewed more in the sense of an “honorarium.”72 But, the idea that an elder was prone to 
serve the assembly in a full-time or regular capacity, and also incur an outside income 
without any help at all from the local community, is simply not true. Mounce’s further 
thoughts should also be well taken: 

“By calling for teaching elders to be paid, Paul does not contradict his later judgment 
that the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil (1 Tim 6:10). For the person who does not 
love money and is not greedy for gain, a double portion of respect and stipend does not 
cause a problem.”73 

To this it should be realized that even though providing some compensation for full-
time elders, especially teaching elders, is encouraged by Paul—this would not always be 
necessary if an elder was independently wealthy. Towner describes, “Surely elders who 
were householders and who had ‘led well’ had no need of double pay; but the 
appropriateness of urging community acknowledgment of their faithfulness is perfectly 
sensible in the situation of false teaching.”74 There are many examples throughout Christian 
history to be certain, where a wealthy person has served in leadership or teaching, and has 
either refused a salary, tithed all of a salary away as an offering, or has been able to 

 
70 Fee, 1 and 2 Timothy, Titus, 129. 
71 Marshall & Towner, 613. 
72 Mounce, 309. 
73 Ibid. 
74 Towner, 364. 
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completely self-fund his or her ministry activities. Yet for your average elder, pastor, or 
rabbi, this is not the typical circumstance (as ideal as it may be). 

While preaching and teaching within the local congregation both have general 
implications for the activities of the elders, Paul’s reference to elders being compensated 
was not only delivered in terms of the regular instruction of the Ephesians. It is not to be 
overlooked that what v. 17 admonishes concerns elders who were active in countering 
and/or refuting the false teaching that had erupted in Ephesus, and in bringing the 
Believers back to a proper spiritual path. Just as Timothy may have needed encouragement 
(4:12, 14), so could proper encouragement come to elders via proper compensation and them 
being relieved that in the midst of the mess they were having to clean up—they might not 
have to worry about how home and family expenses were going to be paid. Indeed, anyone 
in full-time ministry today—when theological/spiritual pressure increases for whatever 
issue—takes some relief when this is joined with financial pressure being alleviated, and 
they know that the bills will be paid. 

5:18 The Apostle Paul himself willfully chose not to receive personal support for his 
ministry activities (cf. 1 Corinthians 9:18; 1 Thessalonians 2:9), but neither did he say it was 
right or appropriate for a congregation not to offer it (Galatians 6:6; 1 Corinthians 9:14). Paul 
abhors money-grubbing (3:3), but the need for some of the assembly leaders to be paid or 
materially compensated was important to him, no different than how the priests in the 
Temple get to partake of the meat of the sacrifices (1 Corinthians 9:13-14). Paul, unlike most 
of the elders in Ephesus, did not have the responsibilities of a spouse, household, family, or 
extended family to take care of—but served in a rather unique capacity as an Apostle, never 
completely settling down. 

Paul supports the idea that elders within the assembly are to be compensated by 
quoting from Scripture. He observes, “For the Scripture says, ‘YOU SHALL NOT MUZZLE THE OX 
WHILE HE IS THRESHING,’ and ‘The laborer is worthy of his wages.’” Two pieces of graphē or 
“Writing” (YLT) are quoted. The first is from the Tanach in Deuteronomy 25:4, but the 
second is actually from Luke 10:7.75 

The purpose of quoting “You shall not muzzle the ox while he is threshing” 
(Deuteronomy 25:4) is to make the point that if a farm animal like an ox is allowed to eat 
while working and treading out grain, then it is most appropriate that any significant 
human laborer in the faith community is to be given the right provision. If God has a 
concern for animals, then there should certainly be a concern for people. As Towner puts it, 
“The argument works, a fortiori [the Rabbinic equivalent being qal v’chomer], by applying 
the reasoning of the Torah concerning provision for working oxen to the situation of those 
laboring in the gospel ministry.”76 If the elders are denied compensation for their duties, 

 
75 Erwin Nestle and Kurt Aland, eds., Novum Testamentum Graece, Nestle-Aland 27th Edition (New York: 

American Bible Society, 1993), 547; Kurt Aland, et. al., The Greek New Testament, Fourth Revised Edition (Stuttgart: 
Deutche Bibelgesellschaft/United Bible Societies, 1998), 721. 

76 Towner, 365. 
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would this be worse than not allowing one’s animals to be fed, or would it be more akin to 
stealing what is rightfully due a person? 

The second quotation offered substantiates how “the laborer is worthy of his wages” 
(Luke 10:7; cf. Matthew 10:10), appearing in how Messiah Yeshua “sent them in pairs ahead 
of Him to every city and place where He Himself was going to come” (Luke 10:1). It was the 
responsibility of various homes to provide the Lord’s servants with lodging, food, and a 
degree of monetary support. The precise reason why their hosts were to take care of them to 
some extent is because, “The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few; therefore beseech 
the Lord of the harvest to send out laborers into His harvest” (Luke 10:2). The duty of being 
a dedicated laborer in the Lord’s work is not easy, and clearly it is easier for one whose basic 
needs are cared for by others in the faith community, so that they might focus their 
attention on accomplishing His tasks. 

One of the most important points made in v. 18, that we need to carefully consider, is 
how the second half of the verse includes a quotation from the Gospel of Luke, actually 
classified as graphē or “Scripture.” This is a significant clue to us that in the mid-to-late 60s 
C.E. various Apostolic works were already gaining canonical status as “Scripture” alongside 
the Tanach (Old Testament). V. 18 could have included a well-known proverbial saying to be 
sure, but the fact that Yeshua actually said it in the Third Gospel forces us to acknowledge 
how highly regarded and inspired recordings of His sayings and teachings were for the First 
Century Believers. Marshall & Towner observe, “this is early evidence for the conferral of 
scriptural status on a collection of sayings of Jesus...for the author the second citation had 
equal authority with the OT.”77 

Some conservatives like Guthrie are not entirely sure what to do with the second half 
of v. 18, as he thinks “there is no need to suppose that he is quoting from the canonical 
gospel, although that cannot be entirely ruled out.”78 Mounce similarly says, “the problem of 
calling the citation ‘Scripture’ is accounted for by recognizing that ‘Scripture’ need only 
apply to Paul’s first citation from the OT,” but he also is forced to acknowledge, “it only 
seems natural that Paul would view the teaching of Jesus, his resurrected Lord, as on an 
equal par with the OT.”79 

When we consider the likelihood of some kind of Lukan involvement in the 
composition of the Pastoral Epistles (cf. 2 Timothy 4:11), the quotation we see in v. 18 from 
Luke 10:7 should not surprise us. Towner details, “if a written source is required by the 
exact verbal correspondence, surely it is sufficient to posit that by this time various written 
collections of the sayings of Jesus had began to circulate, and that Paul had access to the 
version that Luke eventually consulted.”80 So, it is possible that the completed Third Gospel 
was not yet transcribed, although a written source employed by Luke was something quoted 

 
77 Marshall & Towner, 615. 
78 Guthrie, Pastoral Epistles, 117. 
79 Mounce, 311. 
80 Towner, pp 366-367. 
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in v. 18, and had even been used in congregations like Ephesus. Witherington also notes, 
“The saying of Jesus that follows equally supports the contention that Luke is involved 
here...,”81 and it is most safe for us to recognize that Luke was involved in the composition of 
Paul’s final letter, 2 Timothy. 

In weighing the different options, and whether Luke 10:7 is quoted from a source 
document used later in the composition of the Third Gospel, or whether Luke 10:7 is quoted 
from a completed Third Gospel, it is probably safe to say that some edition of Luke—even if 
a bit uncompleted—was known to Paul and the Ephesians and was valued by them.82 
Generally speaking, the composition of Luke’s Gospel is placed somewhere in late 50s to 
early 60s, or late 70s to early 80s. Luke’s good reputation would have been known to the 
Ephesians.83 

The dilemma that some of today’s Messianics may face in looking at v. 18, given its 
quotation of Luke 10:7, is recognizing that if Paul considers an early Gospel composition to 
be Scripture/graphē, then how should it cause us to view Paul’s assertion made in 2 Timothy 
3:16? The Messianic movement tends to look at “All Scripture is inspired by God...” as 
exclusively referring to the Tanach, at times overreacting to how many of today’s Christians 
purposefully and most problematically skip over the Old Testament. Yet v. 18 acknowledges 
early Apostolic writing as being “Scripture” as well. Surely, the Tanach is important 
Scripture which we all must be instructed by, but the Apostolic Writings need not be viewed 
as being some kind of “second tier” or “second class” instruction. Both the Tanach and 
Messianic Scriptures play an important role in us understanding the unfolding plan of 
salvation history.84 

Looking at what vs. 17-18 communicate about support for elders/leaders, I am forced to 
mention a particular issue which could be most severe for the long term future of today’s 
Messianic movement and those called to serve in leadership. Anybody in any ministry 
would like to be independently wealthy so that he or she does not have to even ask for 
offerings to pay for the bills and ministry expenses, but this is few and far between. Many of 
the Messianic leaders who have served in this first generation (the 1960s to the 2010s) have 
recognized how there are far too many Messianic fellowship groups and burgeoning 
assemblies, and not enough full-time leaders who can dedicate themselves to serving them. 
While there are many small groups of Messianic Believers that would love to develop into an 
established Messianic congregation, they are unable to do this precisely because they are 
not entirely willing to pay for the financial needs of a main elder/leader. This would not only 
include a regular salary so that the elder’s home expenses are alleviated (and the elder does 

 
81 Witherington, 275. 
82 Cf. Knight, 234. 
83 Consult the author’s entry on the Gospel of Luke in A Survey of the Apostolic Scriptures for the Practical 
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not have to remain single living in an apartment), but that the congregation can also help an 
elder’s moving expenses and shoulder the burden of paying off student loans for college and 
graduate school.85 

While there is an eagerness for various Messianic groups to become more formalized 
and established assemblies, when the discussion turns to paying the salary of a full-time 
elder/leader and what other things could actually cost, we quickly find that many groups’ 
preference is to remain informal and unestablished. What worries me about this, is that 
there really are young men and young women who feel stimulated by the Lord to get the 
right education and training, make the required sacrifice, and serve the Body of Messiah in 
the Messianic movement—but not enough assemblies or fellowships are willing to offer them 
a fraction of the same opportunities available in either Conservative or Reform Judaism or 
evangelical Christianity. Such young people, from entirely a career standpoint, can do 
much, much better in either the Synagogue or Church. 

How many Messianic groups, because of the lack of a full-time leader, run the huge 
risk of eventually disintegrating? (Obviously, established congregations can split too.) How 
many informal Messianic Jewish groups really run the risk of breaking up because they 
have no main leader, and with people going to a non-Messianic synagogue for Jewish 
fellowship—with the end result over time being some kind of an abandonment of faith in 
Yeshua? If we do not encourage our young people by not only seeing them be adequately 
raised up as professionally-trained clergy, but we are also unwilling to provide for their 
financial needs as they are ready to serve as full-time leaders and elders—what does this say 
about the long term viability of the Messianic movement? 

I have confidence that as these questions are raised, the Lord will make a way. The 
appropriate leaders for the second generation of the Messianic movement will emerge, and 
they will be dedicated to the proper service of our faith community with all of the resources 
that they and their families require. 
 

 
19 Do not receive an accusation against an elder except on the basis of two or 
three witnesses. 20 Those who continue in sin, rebuke in the presence of all, so 
that the rest also will be fearful of sinning. 
 
5:19 Vs. 19-25, ending this chapter, largely detail how Timothy will have to sort out the 

issue of proper elders in Ephesus, given the fact that the false teaching which had 
circulated, in some degree, had influenced the leadership of the congregation(s). As the 
problems were fixed, there would have likely been charges brought against assembly 
leaders, some leaders would come forward and acknowledge their mistakes, and suspicions 

 
85 In the United States in the 2000s, the cost of a four year state university bachelor’s degree and a three to 

four year religious master’s degree, depending on the institution and related living expenses, could actually be 
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would be present as new leaders were appointed. Paul issues instructions on how elders 
were to be disciplined and how new elders were to cautiously be recognized. 

Paul is clear in stating, “Never admit any charge against an elder except on the 
evidence of two or three witnesses” (RSV). Here, we see a principle that is undeniably 
rooted in the Torah, as criminals could not be condemned to death on the testimony of only 
one witness (Deuteronomy 17:6). In the process of jurisprudence, “A single witness shall not 
rise up against a man on account of any iniquity or any sin which he has committed; on the 
evidence of two or three witnesses a matter shall be confirmed” (Deuteronomy 19:15; cf. 
Matthew 18:15-17). If an elder were to have accusations made against him, Timothy was 
responsible to see that multiple persons were to be present to lay forth their case, so their 
testimonies could be fairly assessed. 

Most frequently, “two or three witnesses” applies in terms of verifying facts in a trial. 
But if high crimes in the Torah could only be properly judged with two or three witnesses 
(or more) present, then it is right for us to apply this to any, often smaller issue, we may 
encounter in our lives when either a decision is to be made or punishment/penalizing is to 
be dispensed. Bible readers should also apply this when trying to draw conclusions on a 
range of Scriptural or theological topics, not only comparing verses across the Biblical 
narrative, but also in evaluating the thoughts and opinions of trusted scholarship (cf. 2 
Corinthians 13:1).86 Furthermore, there is an array of opinions in how the concept of “two or 
three witnesses” was applied within diverse sectors of Jewish life in the broad First Century 
period (CD 9.16-23; Josephus Life 256; m.Sanhedrin 5:4), which could be considered. 

5:20 While elders/leaders within the assembly can have accusations levied against 
them by the congregational constituency, it is not as though all problems erupt from the 
leadership. Paul also tells Timothy, “As for those who persist in sin, rebuke them in the 
presence of all, so that the rest may stand in fear” (RSV), giving him the ability to “Publicly 
rebuke” (HCSB) various individuals living unacceptably. Discipline of all those within the 
community of faith is appropriate, given the fact that God rebukes those whom He loves 
(Hebrews 12:5-13). 
 

 
21 I solemnly charge you in the presence of God and of Messiah Yeshua and of His 
chosen angels, to maintain these principles without bias, doing nothing in a spirit 
of partiality. 22 Do not lay hands upon anyone too hastily and thereby share 
responsibility for the sins of others; keep yourself free from sin. 
 
5:21 Timothy’s responsibility as an administrator/superintendent over Ephesus is most 

serious, as Paul implores him, “In the presence of God and of Christ Jesus and of the elect 
angels, I warn you to keep these instructions without prejudice, doing nothing on the basis 
of partiality” (NRSV). While we can understand how both the Father and Son would be 

 
86 Consult the chapter of the author’s book Torah In the Balance, Volume I, “Nothing But the Truth.” 
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referred to, who will be present to issue the final judgment on sinners—and any spiritual 
leaders who may be derelict in their duties will surely be held accountable—we see the 
notable addition of tōn elektōn angelōn or “the elect angels.” The rhetorical effect of including 
angels alongside of God is not only how angels make up His Heavenly host (Daniel 7:10), but 
how these “elect angels” stand in contrast to those angels who followed after Satan (v. 15; 
Revelation 12:4). Angels will be present at the final judgment along with the Father and Son 
(Mark 8:38; Matthew 25:31; Luke 9:26). Recognizing this, there are beings of another 
dimension, angels, currently watching Paul, Timothy, and the Ephesians. They are closely 
watching over them all, and as His servants the angels might have to give a testimonial 
account before God at the final judgment of their specific (negative) actions.87 

5:22 What Timothy is specifically being watched for concerns on whom he lays his 
hands, and designates as an able leader for the Ephesian assembly. Having to discipline 
elders can be something entirely avoided if the right leaders are placed into authority. So, 
Paul sternly instructs, “Do not be hasty in the laying on of hands, and do not share in the 
sins of others. Keep yourself pure” (NIV). But is this laying on of hands a formal 
“ordination” (like the NRSV’s “ordain”), or simply an affirmation like what Timothy himself 
had experienced? 

Timothy had the elders lay their hands on him, imparting some kind of spiritual gift 
(4:14). As one approved by the Apostle Paul for ministry service, he would be having to see 
that those just like he were recognized as leaders (with this not being the much later process 
of formal ordination, witnessed in Christian history). If Timothy laid his hands on anyone, 
at the very least identifying such a person as worthy of leading the ekklēsia—and this new 
leader proved to be irresponsible—then Timothy could share responsibility in the leader’s 
misdeeds. Fee describes, “Replacements for the sinning elders are to be selected with great 
care.”88 

While the main subject of vs. 19-25 does concern the appointment of elders, do not 
think this does not mean that when deacons were also recognized in the assembly, they 
would not similarly have hands laid upon them. Given the overlap of instruction seen in ch. 
3, we are safe to conclude that authority was conveyed upon them in the same basic way. 
And, surely when new deacons were appointed in Ephesus, their behavior and actions 
would have needed to be carefully monitored the same as any new elder. 

The severity of what Paul has told Timothy here continues until today. Anyone in a 
position of leadership or oversight in an assembly of Believers is to be most careful and 
guarded in terms of who they lay their hands upon—especially if it is in public! Elders, in 
particular, cannot be recent Believers (3:6), and deacons have to undergo a period of testing 
(3:10). Even laying hands on various people who desire public prayer needs to be 
thoughtfully conducted, and should only be administered by the elders (James 5:14), with 

 
87 Mounce, 315. 
88 Fee, 1 and 2 Timothy, Titus, 127. 
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perhaps those in an immediate, approved sphere of leadership also included from time to 
time. 
 

 
23 No longer drink water exclusively, but use a little wine for the sake of your 
stomach and your frequent ailments. 
 
5:23 When many Bible readers encounter v. 23, especially in the midst of a series of 

instructions concerned about elders/leaders in the assembly (vs. 17-25), what Paul says can 
seem to be out of place. Among major versions, the ESV actually places v. 23 in parentheses 
(), noting the opinion that this is not only a personal piece of advice given by Paul to 
Timothy, but that v. 23 interrupts the flow of thought in vs. 17-25. 

Why would Paul have told Timothy, “Stop drinking only water, and use a little wine 
because of your stomach and your frequent illnesses” (NIV)? Why not just simply tell this to 
Timothy when in person, or tell Timothy to visit a local doctor in Ephesus who could have 
prescribed it, or just tell Timothy to get a little rest? Knight proposes that Timothy 
“might...have been influenced by the [rite of] the Nazirite vow”89 in an effort to be pure 
(Numbers 6:1-4), but given how the false teaching had forbade the eating of meat (4:3), a 
complete abstention of alcohol on his behalf could have made neutralizing its effects most 
difficult. Mounce describes how “Paul does not want Timothy to appear as if he is following 
their ascetic practices,” but also indicates, “it appears that either their asceticism did not 
include abstaining from alcohol or else they drank to excess despite their teachings (cf. 1 
Tim 3:3).”90 Only drinking water can be viewed as an ascetic practice (cf. Daniel 1:12), and 
the Ephesian assembly needed to demonstrate more normal “eating and drinking” behavior. 

It is widely recognized, from a variety of ancient sources, that drinking wine (oinos) 
has some important health benefits. Proverbs 31:6 prescribes, “Give strong drink to him who 
is perishing, and wine to him whose life is bitter.” Generally speaking, though, there are two 
ways of looking at the health benefits of Timothy drinking wine: (1) drinking wine was safer 
than water, and/or (2) Timothy needed to relax. Drinking wine was a normal part of ancient 
Mediterranean culture. And, just so there is no confusion, Mounce as a Greek scholar 
legitimately acknowledges that oinos “was a fermented drink; there is no evidence of non-
alcoholic (pasteurized) wine in ancient times.”91 

The first option, that wine was safer than water, would serve to support the idea that 
Timothy could have been drinking bad water and was getting sick. IVPBBC explains, “Most 
people drank wine with their meals (albeit about two parts water to one part wine, and not 
distilled to a higher than natural degree of fermentation).”92 Drinking wine in this case, 
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would certainly have helped in preventing, among various diseases, dysentery. Most 
interesting to be considered is a description on wine appearing in the Fifth-Fourth Century 
B.C.E. Hippocratic Writings, still consulted today, to a degree, in the education of medical 
doctors: 

“[A] sudden change of habit in which wine is substituted for water as a beverage, or 
vice versa, or the substitution of watered for neat wine: one produces distension of the 
upper part of the belly and wind in the lower, and the other causes throbbing of the veins, 
heaviness in the head and thirst. Again, a change from white to red wine, even though both 
are equally strong, can cause an upset. All these things can cause many disturbances in the 
body” (Medicine 37a).93 

Witherington astutely recognizes a Lukan tone to v. 23: “It is worth pointing out that 
this could well be the interjection of Luke the physician here, for it was standard medical 
advice of the day to urge drinking a little wine for dyspepsia.”94 Timothy could have had 
some kind of health issue, for which wine was a good medicinal agent. Paul’s companion 
knew this, and saw that an able prescription made it to him. 

The second option, that Timothy was under a great deal of stress, and wine was needed 
for him to relax, is a little controversial. A. Duane Litfin, for example, thinks “This 
instruction applies only to using wine for medicinal purposes, of course, and therefore 
contributes little or nothing to either side of the debate over the use of wine as a beverage.”95 
Still, Knight presses the fact “Since Paul knows that his young colleague is certainly feeling 
the pressure and demands of the preceding verses, he pauses to express his concern for 
Timothy as a person and for his health.”96 A British interpreter like Dunn, who does not 
have the common American hang-up of “1920s Prohibition” to deal with, is probably right in 
concluding, 

“[W]e can perhaps imagine an unduly serious young man whose heavy responsibilities 
caused him considerable stress, manifested in stomach cramps and other ailments. The 
counsel recognizes the value of wine as a relaxant, though perhaps also because it purified 
the drinking water.”97 

The scene of Timothy in Ephesus could have been quite stressful, and making a habit of 
only drinking water—and the fact that the water could be bad from time to time—was not 
helping him at the end of the day to forget about various aches and pains and little 
annoyances. Yet, aches and pains acquired in the course of a hard day or trying to mediate 
disputes and resolve controversies, in no way demonstrates Timothy to be a weak young 
man. Mounce correctly describes, “physical weakness has no necessary connection with 
personal timidity, and it is hard to see Paul sending a timid person into the problems in 

 
93 J. Chadwick and W.N. Mann, trans., Hippocratic Writings (London: Penguin Books, 1983), pp 195-196. 
94 Witherington, 277. 
95 Litfin, in BKCNT, 745; also Mounce, 319. 
96 Knight, 240. 
97 Dunn, in NIB, 11:823. 
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Ephesus...Rather, this verse shows Timothy as a person of strong convictions, willing to do 
what was best for the Ephesian community even though it hurt him physically.”98 

The Apostle Paul is surely against lewd drunkenness (3:3, 8), but wine is among those 
things created by God as good (4:4), and the attestation of the use of the fruit of the vine 
within not only First Century Judaism but also First and Second Temple worship is well 
recognized (i.e., b.Berachot 51a). Without saying too much, even today, both wine and liquor 
do serve important medical purposes. Before the days of anesthesia, many people about to 
undergo surgery would go get drunk. Several weeks before having my own four wisdom 
teeth pulled (on what I now call Extraction Day, “commemorating” 25 March, 2010) and 
during the recovery time, I had to have a drink every evening to make the pain go away, and 
because I was not to take too much pain medication. Alcohol used in moderation, and I 
believe consumed in the privacy of one’s home, does help people relax (cf. Romans 14:21). 
Several drinks after a long day of work can actually be helpful to one’s general constitution 
than remaining all wound up, and no one need be of the mistaken impression that the 
Scriptures completely prohibit someone drinking wine, beer, whiskey, etc. 

Another important feature, about v. 23, is that this statement is hardly the comment 
one would expect a pseudepigrapher to make. The real Apostle Paul wanted Timothy to not 
be unhealthy. Guthrie explains, “It [v. 23] is an intimate touch quite natural to the apostle 
when writing to a close associate, but strange indeed if written by a later pseudonymous 
writer.”99 
 

 
24 The sins of some men are quite evident, going before them to judgment; for 
others, their sins follow after. 25 Likewise also, deeds that are good are quite 
evident, and those which are otherwise cannot be concealed. 
 
5:24 Vs. 24-25 pick up the previous instruction about laying hands on new 

elders/leaders in the assembly. Paul asserts how, “The sins of some people100 are 
conspicuous and precede them to judgment, while the sins of others follow them there” 
(NRSV). This only intensifies that when Timothy designates new elders/leaders in the 
Ephesian congregation, he must demonstrate significant caution, because while “the sins of 
[some] trail behind them” (NIV) and are obvious, the sins of some others “are seen only 
later” (Good News Bible). Fee observes, “when judgment finally comes on some people, it 
will be no surprise because of their evident sins. But Paul has been badly disappointed by 
some of the elders in the church, so he warns Timothy...”101 Reflecting on what Paul has 
described, Marshall & Towner summarize how “the instructions [vs. 17-25] are placed in an 

 
98 Mounce, 319. 
99 Guthrie, Pastoral Epistles, 120. 
100 Grk. Tinōn anthrōpōn hai hamartiai. 
101 Fee, 1 and 2 Timothy, Titus, pp 132-133. 
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‘eschatological’ setting...with the implication that even if church leaders make mistakes and 
are deceived about the choice of leaders, God will judge all people fairly and take account of 
their deeds, both good and evil.”102 As serious as it will be for Timothy to appoint good 
leaders, he may not be able to screen out all of those who are potentially bad. 

5:25 While Timothy has to be most concerned about new leaders appointed in Ephesus, 
should any such individuals have hidden or secret sins to manifest, Paul further informs 
him, “In the same way, good deeds are obvious, and even those that are not obvious cannot 
remain hidden forever” (TNIV). Once some leaders are appointed to service, while they may 
have demonstrated appropriate behavior and acts of good works before—their new position 
may cause them to flourish and show even more good works. If any of us are placed into a 
position of congregational oversight, leadership, or some designated service—whatever role 
we play, it should be to the glory of God, and that we might manifest great and manifold 
works via the power of His Spirit (cf. Matthew 5:16). 
 
 

 
102 Marshall & Towner, pp 608-609. 
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